Effect of Rare-Earth Elements Y and Dy on the Deformation Behavior of Mg Alloy Single Crystals
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Effect of rare-earth elements (Y and Dy) on the mechanical properties of Mg solid solution single crystal is investigated. Comparing with the effect of other elements reported by previous studies, the solid solution strengthening by Y and Dy are much higher than that of other additives such as Zn for basal slip operation, while the isotropic strain by Zn atoms is higher than those of Y and Dy. Strain-rate changing tests were conducted for a further understanding of the dislocation motion and it revealed that the activation volumes estimated for Mg alloys with Y and Dy are much smaller than that of Zn-added alloy, while the activation enthalpy is almost the same. It was confirmed that the high strengthening effect by Dy addition is also found by Y addition, while the elastic interaction based on neither isotropic or anisotropic distortion are sufficient to explain the origin of the strengthening effect by Y and Dy addition. [doi:10.2320/matertrans.MC2007109]
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1. Introduction

For the development of high performance Mg alloys, addition of rare-earth elements has been thought to be one of the most effective routes with enough amount of precipitates.1-4 Although Y is not included in Lanthanoid group, it is generally classified as one of the rare-earth elements because of the similarity of physical properties with Lanthanoid group elements. The effect of Y on the creep behavior of Mg polycrystals have been also investigated and the improvement of creep properties by Y addition is significant.5,6 Recently, Mg-Y-Zn alloys attract a broad attention because they attain an excellent high strength without the loss of ductility.7,8 As the Mg solid solution in the alloy is strengthened by Y and Zn, it is important to understand the effect of Y addition on the deformation behavior of Mg crystals for further improvement of this alloy group.

Ninomiya et al. evaluated the effect of rare-earth elements on the Vickers hardness of Mg alloys. They found that the effect of atomic radius of rare-earth elements is much higher than that of Ca, Al and Zn.9 Similar tendency was also found in the deformation of Mg alloy single crystals by present authors.10 In the present study, the mechanical behavior of Mg-Y single crystals deformed by the basal slip system is studied and compared with that of Mg-Dy and Mg-Zn alloys previously reported by authors.10

2. Experimental Procedures

For obtaining a homogeneous single crystal ingot of Mg-1.0 at%Y, a certain amount of pure Mg was first melted in a Bridgman-type crucible made of high purity graphite placed in an induction heater under an Ar atmosphere, and immediately solidified in the crucible. For addition of Y, a Mg-8.1 at%Y ingot prepared by casting was set on the pure Mg in the Bridgman-type crucible and a single crystal alloy was grown by Bridgman method with a growth rate of 2 mm/hr. After the crystallographic orientation determination using back-Laue method and electron back scattering diffraction method, a homogenization treatment was conducted at 773 K for 24 hrs in a glass tube filled with Ar gas. Compression test specimens with a dimension of about 4 × 8 mm³ were cut by wheel cutter from an ingot. The stress axis for the compression tests is shown in Fig. 1. The stress axis of compression test specimens is shown in Fig. 1. All the specimens were subjected to a cyclic annealing (523 K–623 K, 2 hrs for a cycle, 5 cycles) to eliminate dislocations introduced during specimen preparations, followed by a solution treatment at 723 K for 6 hrs. Oxides on the specimen surface were removed by 20%HNO₃-H₂O solution. Compression tests were conducted using an Instron testing machine at a temperature range from 77 K to 473 K with a strain rate of 2.3 × 10⁻⁴ s⁻¹. Strain-rate changing tests were also conducted to understand the nature of dislocation motion. Lattice parameters along a-axis and c-axis of a Mg-2 at%Y ingot, which was homogenized at 823 K for 24 h followed by quenching, were also evaluated.
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using XRD. The composition of the ingot was confirmed using X-ray fluorescence analysis.

3. Results and Discussion

By the slip trace analysis, it was confirmed that the basal slip system operates at all the test conditions. Stress-strain curves at several test temperatures are shown in Fig. 2. Within the compression strain range in the present study, no significant strain hardening was observed and an easy glide region is recognized in all the stress-strain curves, regardless of the test temperature. As seen in all the curve tested, a transition region with a yield drop is recognized when the strain rate is increased. For the following analysis the stress at the steady-state deformation after the yield drop was resolved shear stress (CRSS) calculated from the 0.2% flow strain for Mg alloys is evaluated by using following equation:

\[
\varepsilon_c = \frac{\sigma_d \varepsilon_c}{a_M a_M M}
\]

\[
\varepsilon_c = \ln \left( \frac{\sigma_d a_M a_M M}{a_M a_M M} \right)
\]

\[
\varepsilon_c = \left\{ \left( \frac{\sigma_d}{a_M a_M M} + \frac{a_M}{a_M a_M M} \right) \right\}^{1/3}
\]

where \(a\) and \(c\) are lattice parameters of \(a\)-axis and \(c\)-axis, respectively, and \(V\) and \(M\) mean additive element and Mg, respectively. \(X\) is the concentration of a solute element.

Figure 4 shows the change in the lattice parameters along \(a\)-axis and \(c\)-axis, and the lattice parameter ratio \(c/a\) with addition of solute elements. In the present study the lattice parameters of an ingot with a composition of Mg-2.04 at%Y were evaluated. From the slope of the lattice parameters of a-axis and c-axis it is obvious that the effect of Y on the lattice parameters is similar to that of Dy, and the absolute values of the isotropic strain of Y and Dy are rather smaller than that of Zn, while the change in \(c/a\) is much larger. As the strengthening by distortion is proportional to \((\varepsilon_c)^{3/2}\) in the classical theory, the relationship between \((\varepsilon_c)^{3/2}\) and the solution strengthening per one percent of a solute, \(d\varepsilon/dX\), at room temperature is shown in Fig. 5. Previous data obtained by using single crystal Mg alloys are also shown in the figure. According to the previous data, the solid solution hardening of Mg alloys containing Ti, In, Cd, Al and Zn can be explained by adopting the isotropic strain model. On the other hand, the effect of rare-earth elements, Y and Dy, on solution strengthening is tremendously higher than other elements including Zn and it is obvious that the isotropic strain model is not suitable to explain the strengthening by rare-earth elements.

In order to examine the details of the dislocation motion, strain rate sensitivity of the yield stress is investigated through the strain-rate changing tests to evaluate the activation volume and the activation energy for the deformation. The applied stress \(\tau\) consists of the athermal component \(\tau_{\text{athermal}}\) and the thermal component \(\tau^*(T, \dot{\gamma})\).
\[ \tau = \tau_{\text{athermal}} + \tau^*(T, \dot{\gamma}) \]

where \( T \) is the temperature and \( \dot{\gamma} \) the shear strain rate. Although the serrated flows observed in some of the samples at high temperature range may affect the accuracy, the values of the athermal component \( \tau_{\text{athermal}} \) for Mg-1.0Y, Mg-0.5Dy and Mg-0.5Zn alloys were estimated to be 9.5 MPa, 2.7 MPa and 1.5 MPa, respectively. As relatively higher stacking fault energy is expected for the Mg alloy with rare-earth elements than for Mg-Zn alloy,19) Suzuki effect 20) or the strengthening by dipoles formed by the cross-slip of dislocations 21) may be responsible for the higher \( \tau_{\text{athermal}} \) value for Mg-Dy and Mg-Y alloys.

From the measurements of the change in flow stress by strain-rate changing tests, the activation volume \( V^* \) and the activation enthalpy \( H \) are evaluated by following equations:

\[ V^* = kT \left( \frac{\partial \ln \dot{\gamma}}{\partial \tau^*} \right)_T, \quad (3) \]

\[ H = -T V^* \left( \frac{\partial \tau^*}{\partial T} \right)_T, \quad (4) \]

where \( k \) is the Boltzmann constant. The results of \( V^* \) were shown in Fig.6 with the recalculated results of Mg-0.5Dy and Mg-0.5Zn alloys. \( V^* \) at \( \tau^* = 0 \) is about 2000 b\(^3\) for Mg-1.0Y and \( V^* \) for Mg-0.5Dy is higher than 2000 b\(^3\), while \( V^* \) for Mg-0.5Zn is higher than 3000 b\(^3\). Akhtar and Teghtsoonian estimated \( V^* \) to be 3000 b\(^3\) for Mg-0.45Zn,\(^{11)} \) which is in good agreement with the present results. However, a large scatter of calculated values for \( H \) can be recognized in Fig.7. This is attributed to a small experimental errors, but the \( H \) for Mg-1.0Y alloy seems to be rather smaller than those of other alloys.

Generally, smaller \( V^* \) means a larger interaction of dislocation with obstacles. Basinski showed experimentally that the higher the flow stress the lower the activation volume of
Cu-based solid solution alloy single crystals. This is consistent with the present results on Y added alloy. Although strengthening by solid solution in metallic crystals has been explained mainly in terms of the atomic size effect, the isotropic strain model may not explain the solid solution strengthening of Mg as shown in Fig. 5. In metals with the hcp structure, the lattice parameters along a-axis and c-axis change with the solute atom concentration independently, which reflects an anisotropic distortion by solute atoms. Such an anisotropic distortion around solute atoms also may affect the plastic deformation behavior through the additional interaction with not only edge but also screw dislocations as has been pointed out for bcc-Fe with interstitial C atoms. The anisotropic distortion model was also applied to explain the effect of off-stoichiometry on the strength of NiAl intermetallic compound. As can be seen in Fig. 4, Dy and Y have relatively large change in lattice parameter a_M/LAM\) and c_M/LAM\) with the solute atom concentration independently, which may affect the plastic deformation behavior through the interaction between edge dislocation and solute atoms.

Also a ratio of c/a, referred to as a distortion ratio \(\chi\), is employed to evaluate the effect of anisotropic tetragonal distortion around solute atoms, which change c/a ratio of Mg lattice, on the interaction between edge dislocation and solute atoms. The distortion ratio \(\chi\) is defined as follows:

\[
\chi = \frac{c}{a} = \frac{c_M}{a_M} = \left(1 + \frac{1}{c_M} \frac{da}{dx}\right) / \left(1 + \frac{1}{a_M} \frac{dc}{dx}\right).
\]

Then the distortions can be rewritten by the distortion ratio \(\chi\) and the average lattice strain \(\varepsilon_0\) as follows:

\[
\varepsilon_x = \varepsilon_z = \ln \left(\frac{a_M}{a_M} \times \frac{c_M}{c_M}\right) = \varepsilon_0 - \frac{1}{3} \ln \chi,
\]

\[
\varepsilon_y = \ln \left(\frac{a_M}{a_M} \times \frac{c_M}{c_M}\right) = \varepsilon_0 + \frac{2}{3} \ln \chi.
\]

The evaluated values for \(\varepsilon_0\), \(\chi\), and tetragonal strains, \(\varepsilon_x\) and \(\varepsilon_y\), of various elements are shown in Table 1. The distortion ratio \(\chi\) is close to unity regardless of the solute element, and \(\ln \chi\) is much smaller than the absolute value of the average lattice strain \(\varepsilon_0\) even for Y and Dy, which shows a relatively large change in c/a ratio. Moreover, the absolute value of the average lattice strain \(\varepsilon_0\) of Zn is far much larger than \(\varepsilon_x\) and \(\varepsilon_y\) of Y and Dy, and it is clear that the effect of \(\chi\) is not sufficient to explain the strengthening effect by Y and Dy addition quantitatively.

In this calculation the effect of the change in the elastic constants by solute atoms is not taken into account. Although some combined parameters to take the both effects of strain and elastic modulus change into account, it was reported that there is no difference in Young’s modulus of pure Mg and various commercial Mg alloys. It is noted that the elastic stiffness of pure Zn having a lower melting point (420°C) than those of Mg (650°C), Dy (1412°C) and Y (1522°C) is higher than those of Mg, Dy and Y.26,27 This implies that the effect of elastic constants is not significant for explaining the strengthening of Mg. For the further understanding, an theoretical approach based on such as the molecular dynamics should be applied to obtain an answer whether the elastic interaction between a dislocation and a single solute atom is the essential for the strengthening of Mg alloys by solute atoms. Ninomiya et al. applied the \(M_k\) parameter, which is an s-orbital energy level existing above the Fermi energy level of the cluster and has a correlation to the atomic radius, to explain the strengthening of Mg by various solute elements. Although the correlation of the Vickers hardness with a parameter derived from the \(M_k\) parameters is reported to be good, it doesn’t provide an explanation of the higher strengthening effect by Y addition because the \(\Delta M_k\) for Y in Mg is rather smaller than that for Zn. Although above discussion is based on the interaction of dislocation with a single solute atom, Marukawa recently proposed a new model of solution hardening in fcc metals based on the interaction of a dislocation with plural solute atoms in a single activation event. The model explains a larger interaction, and an investigation on the difference in the distribution of elements or the lattice scale structures such as a short-range ordering in Mg solid solution with various solute elements may be needed to confirm such contribution.

Suzuki et al. reported that the creep properties of Mg is improved by Y addition. They found non-basal slip operation which acts as the forest dislocations for primary slip systems, and also found cross-slip motion of a-dislocation on basal slip at high temperature. Also it was pointed out by Akhtar and Teghtsoonian that the dislocation density in Mg-Zn single crystals increases with solute concentration. The nature of dislocations is also needed to be clarified by TEM observations.

### Table 1 The evaluated values for \(\varepsilon_0\), \(\chi\), and tetragonal strains \(\varepsilon_x\) and \(\varepsilon_y\), of various elements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Solute Element</th>
<th>(\varepsilon_0)</th>
<th>(\chi)</th>
<th>(\varepsilon_x = \varepsilon_0 - \frac{1}{3} \ln \chi)</th>
<th>(\varepsilon_y = \varepsilon_0 + \frac{2}{3} \ln \chi)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al</td>
<td>-0.3527</td>
<td>1.026</td>
<td>-0.3612</td>
<td>-0.3358</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd</td>
<td>-0.2198</td>
<td>1.001</td>
<td>-0.2201</td>
<td>-0.2193</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dy</td>
<td>0.3355</td>
<td>0.908</td>
<td>0.3678</td>
<td>0.2710</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In</td>
<td>-0.0774</td>
<td>1.045</td>
<td>-0.0922</td>
<td>-0.0478</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>-0.1161</td>
<td>0.949</td>
<td>-0.0987</td>
<td>-0.1509</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti</td>
<td>-0.0414</td>
<td>1.041</td>
<td>-0.0547</td>
<td>-0.0418</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y</td>
<td>0.4095</td>
<td>0.898</td>
<td>0.4453</td>
<td>0.3378</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn</td>
<td>-0.5018</td>
<td>0.996</td>
<td>-0.5004</td>
<td>-0.5044</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. Conclusions

Effect of rare-earth elements (Y and Dy) on the mechanical properties of Mg solid solution single crystal is investigated. Comparing with the effect of other elements reported by previous studies, the solid solution strengthening by Y and Dy are much higher than that of other additives such as Zn for...
basal slip operation, while the isotropic strain by Zn atoms is larger than those by the rare-earth elements. Strain-rate changing tests revealed that the activation volumes estimated for Mg alloys with Y and Dy are much smaller than that of Zn-added alloy, which implies larger interaction between a dislocation and a solute atom. The elastic interaction based on isotropic or anisotropic distortion strains by solute atoms are evaluated, and it is concluded that these strains are insufficient to explain the strengthening effect by Y and Dy addition quantitatively.
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